CRC 14TH ON-ROAD WORKSHOP

PEMS
Brent and Mani’s welcome. “Bring your I.D. to see planes zoom.”
Steve’s come a long way from 75, keeping open the trunk with a broom!
Anderson’s keeping his TEOM happy. DOGMA’s key is humidity set.
$100K Minze has LIIORS in the trunk. Tried to melt the carpet!
Booker’s friends modulate air. Will match OCM to regulations they believe.
Kittelson criticizes that the regulations are not what we breathe!
Mridul and Karl go for OBS. Beats the dyno cycles on which others obsess.
Booker II’s baby’s really fast. 10H2 digital dilutors.
Even the Feds are looking at on-road emissions, but not from real polluters.
MOVES
EPA’s Megan MOVES frontally forwards, breeding a generation new.
Koupal’s losing it frontally, but look how his pony-tail grew.
“The fuel-of-the-future.” Barry’s best bet has his $$s down on H2.
MOVES has no errors now but will “for sure” by 2006 + 2.
Three years of talks? PERE’s not a flop and Gene is losing it on top.
How come Ed became a Fed? Maybe Ford wasn’t a better idea?
Lindhjem says MOVES can contribute some emission estimates quite queer.
MOBILE6 was a little bit late.
Not getting your MOVES ‘til 2008 lends a whole new meaning to “constipate.”

MODELS
Shiny-top Till. His ratios will make the model look as good as it could.
Harvey’s NMIM has a GUI. Run it and behold Kaplohey!
Why, Who’d have thinked? Dinosaurs no more extinct.
NSF’s supporting Frey to quantitatively give the lie
To the MOBILE model fiat that the virtual world is flat!
Ted can’t find aggressive drivers to save his life.
Perhaps he needs to borrow Randy Guensler’s wife!
Hesham’s shiny too on top. Persues his cycles from start to stop.
He’s only got one tractor, not for real. V-Tech reinvented WVU’s wheel?

DIESELS
Nigel’s gone National, finds few fixable smokers, no fuss.
Eduardo’s sending his kids to sit in the front of the bus.
Rob’s iridium anomaly, no meteor impact, microexplosives are tough.
Art refused to expose the science kids to $1M worth of stuff.
Our guy from Belgium traps particles great but NOx dances to a different tune.
Olavi says Euro3 trucks use fuel soon on a virtual round trip to the moon.
Hector showed truck NOx went up while ozone in LA went down.
But diesel NOx is lower now and ozone’s up all over town.

FUEL
Theresa turns nat. gas to diesel to deliver water? Better than the tap? for more bucks.
While “deep fat” Frey uses PEMS to try to track tofu toting trucks!
Mridul wins the first three rounds. His CNG bus is cleaning up the air.
“The EUROS will be using PEMS.” We heard this from Pierre.
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Matthew fixed one Audi really well, but needing excess heat is clunky.
Shawn drives the same acronym; admits he’s a lubricant junky.

INVENTORY
Laurel uses MOBILE6. Inventory has no error and is pristine!
Eric has yet to reconcile with Wisconsin his EC from gasoline.
Greg’s reconciliation problem’s greater. Comparing modeling to data.
Speeding isn’t only the wife. Randy’s single friends are risking their life.
Kim can count carbon and calcium too. Zillions of particles – red, green & blue.

MIRAMAR
Twinkle, Twinkle little ? jet!
How I wonder at what we ate!
Up above the sky so high,
Like a diamond in the sky.
Twinkle, Twinkle little? Jet!
Thanks as you defend us yet.

MEASUREMENT
Caldow’s EEPS coughs heaps of peaks. Buy one today for less than $100K.
Shah and Crocker do it cheaper? Splashing butanol is really a “bleep”er.
Longest title, Bruce Cantrell; finest filter standards full of flaws.
Booker said, “EPA equivalence violates physical laws.”
Imad is in the hot Southwest, cooking oil to ash.
LII does not lie and its software does not crash.
Graze’s one-quarter second response to sneeze needs no apology.
“National Lubs” and “Low in Cost” still sounds to me like tautology!
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UNREGULATED EMISSIONS (don’t tell the Feds!)
The “consent” decree defined NTE. Not a gay marriage. Not ecstatic.
David’s “obnoxious” mobile lab is equipped with furry precipitators electrostatic!
Sandeep sees several species; Semivolatile surprises.
Get Nigel animated with a Mack and you’ll see how his nanoparticle rises!
Nitrous oxide N2O; negligible for your greenhouse Eduardo.
RSD in BC can pertain even in their rain!
I avowed that MOBILE6 doesn’t deteriorate quite right.
Collins collects from alphabetical EVs, emissions negligibly slight.
Once Nicole gets her SULEV, she should leave the engine to run.
Doug’s been camping out at Ralphs. Hunting high emitters is no fun.
Bob says RSD works fine. Maybe he’s biased because his hairstyles like mine!

Thank you Lois, Brent, Tim, Jan and Shirley.
Not retirement? Surely too early!!
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